SPARXLI GT HELMET
SLH

1. SPARXLI GT HELMET SLH
2. SHROUD
3. BREATHING TUBE
   - SLS1 Loose-Fitting Facepiece Style 25 APF
   - SLS2 Hood Style 1,000 APF
   - PAHBTXL (32”)
   - PAHBT (26”)
   - PAHBTXS (22”)

4. BELT
   - EVA1BLK Blower Unit
   - EVA2BELT Foam Belt Double Pull Buckle
   - EVA2BELT2 Vinyl Belt Double Pull Buckle
   - EVA3BELT Vinyl Belt CAM Lock Buckle
   - EVA3BELT4 FR Belt CAM Lock Buckle

5. FR COVER/SPARK ARREST
   - EVADCFR1 PAPR Dust Cover for use with HE Filter and Belt

6. BLOWER UNIT
   - EVA1BLK Blower Unit

7. FILTER
   - PAPRFC3 (HEPA) Package of 6

8. CHARGER
   - EVASMC Single Port
   - EVAGC Six-Port Gang Charger
   - EVASMC2 Single Port Genius Charger with EVALuator Software

9. STORAGE BAG
   - PAPRBC Bag PAPR Storage Bag
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Backpack Option

1. SPARXLIFT HELMET
   SLH

2. SHROUD
   SLS1
   Loose-Fitting
   Facepiece Style
   25 APF
   PAHBTK
   (HEPA) Package of 6

3. BREATHING TUBE
   SLS2
   Hood Style
   1,000 APF
   PAHBTK
   Hose Assembly

4. BACKPACK
   EVABPK1
   Backpack

5. FR COVER/SPARK ARREST
   EVABPDCF1
   PAPR Dust Cover for use with HE Filter
   and Backpack

6. BLOWER UNIT
   EVA1BLK
   Blower Unit

7. FILTER
   PAPRFC3
   (HEPA) Package of 6

8. CHARGER
   EVASMC
   Single Port
   EVAGC
   Six-Port Gang Charger
   EVASMC2
   Single Port
   Genius Charger with EVALuator Software

9. STORAGE BAG
   PAPRBag
   PAPR Storage Bag
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